
 

 

 
District of Columbia Courts 

Administrative Services Division 
Procurement and Contracts Branch 

 

AMENDMENT NO. 1 

 

 

TO:    ALL PROSPECTIVE OFFERORS 

 

AMENDMENT 

ISSUE DATE: July 30, 2020 

 

SUBJECT:  Solicitation Number DCSC-20-RFP-109 Phase 2B C Street Addition 

Furniture 

 
PROPOSAL  

SUBMISSION  

DATE:  August 13, 2020, by 2:00 p.m., Eastern Standard Time (EST). 

 

Responses to written question(s) received from prospective offeror(s) are included as Attachment 

A to this amendment.   
 
 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 

 

One (1) copy of this amendment is being sent to only those Offerors who received a copy the 

solicitation.  Offerors shall sign below and attach a signed copy of this amendment to each offer 

to be submitted to the Courts in response to the subject solicitation. Offers shall be mailed or 

delivered in accordance with the instructions provided in the original solicitation documents.  

Offerors shall submit their offers in sealed envelopes, identified on the outside by the solicitation 

number and submission date, in accordance the instructions provided in the original solicitation 

documents.  This amendment, together with your offer must be received by the District of 

Columbia Courts no later than the date and time specified for offer submission.  Revisions or 

price changes occasioned by this amendment must be received by the Courts no later than the  

date and time set for offer submission.  Failure to acknowledge receipt of this amendment may 

be cause for rejection of any offers submitted in response to the subject solicitation.   
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                                           

Geoffrey A. Mack 

       Contracting Officer 

 



 

This amendment is acknowledged and is considered a part of the subject solicitation. 

 

 

                                               

Signature of Authorized Representative  Date 

 

 

                                                  

Title of Authorized Representative 

 

                              

Name of Firm 



Attachment A: Amendment No. 1 

DCSC-20-RFP-109: DC Courts C St. Addition Phase 2B Furniture   

Answers to Questions 
 

Delivery & Installation Logistics 

1. If we deliver during NBH (7am - 7pm), is the loading dock entrance our only delivery 

entrance option? Are JM Level (side entrance) or C Street Level (back entrance) options? 

 Refer to Section C.1.1 clause V for delivery details. 

 Weekday normal business hour deliveries shall be routed through the HCMC 

loading dock.   

 Off-hour deliveries of any size vehicle off-loading through the C Street Level (back 

entrance) is an option but must be scheduled/coordinated with GC.  

2. If we deliver during NBH with a specialized truck (meeting the 11'-6" height restriction), 

will we be allowed to roll product from the freight through the lobby to the 2B install 

areas? Will floor protection be required? 

 Yes, and please refer to Section C.1.1 clause Z for protection requirements, which is 

required. 

3. Is there an entrance and elevator option that would allow us to avoid pushing through the 

lobby? Can we schedule a walkthrough to explore all delivery paths? 

 Refer to Attachments J.25 Site Utilization Plan and J.26 Garage Floor Plan.  

Scheduled/coordinated C Entrance is available, and the kitchen elevator goes from 

the loading dock to the C level. But other than that there is no elevator option that 

would allow the vendor to avoid the lobby. 

 Site walkthrough can be scheduled, please submit a date/time request to Kiana 

Green. 

4. If we cannot deliver with trucks that meet the loading dock height restriction, can we 

deliver through any other entrance during NBH? What are our options during after-

hours? 

 Per Section C.1.1 clause Z, the C Street Level main entrance is available during off-

hours of 7pm to 7am.   Scheduled/coordinated deliverers are available on the C 

Street side and through the 500 Indiana Avenue entrance during those hours. 

5. Will we be able to reserve and have exclusive use of the freight elevator for deliveries 

(assuming other trades will be making deliveries and need the elevator at the same time)? 

 No. All vendors must share the freight elevator.   

6. Public passenger Elevator usage for transporting product? If so, is protection needed? 

Hour restrictions? 

 Public Elevators are not available to transport product. Protection will be required, 

as detailed in Section C.1.1 clause Z. 

7. What is the thought process with the install sequencing? Numerically this sequence is 

floors 3-1-5-2-4-4.1-2.1-6. Can we suggest approaching this in an orderly sequence? Top 

to bottom? 

 The floor delivery sequence provided in Section C.1.1 clause K mirrors how the GC 

will deliver the floors.  The floor delivery order will not be altered to accommodate 

furniture. 

 Please refer to the Labor Instructions beginning on line 157 of Attachment J.30 

Proposal Price Breakdown Sheet stating:  ‘On the Phase 2B - Alt. #1 Cost tab of this 
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Answers to Questions 
 

file, Offeror is required to provide an alternative schedule and related costs for 

Project Management, Delivery and Installation that would use only the start date 

from the schedule provided in Section C.1.1 Clause K.  Offeror is free to propose a 

suggested installation duration and floor delivery/end date.  Offeror to provide the 

cost, project schedule and brief narrative of the benefits for this proposed schedule 

and cost alternative.’ 

8. Durations do not line-up with the SOW per floor. Can we revise with our projected install 

timeframes? For example, the Indiana Ave Level has the longest duration (10 days), but 

the least extensive install work (all seating and conf tables, no offices/stations). 

 Per Section C.1.1 clause K, the installation durations are derived from the GC 

Baseline Schedule, Attachment J.23.   

 Per the answer to #7 above, Contractor is required to provide on an alternative 

schedule and cost (on Attachment J.30 Tab #2) for an installation approach that 

uses the ‘Date Ready for Furniture’ provided in Section C.1.1 clause K.  On this 

alternative schedule the Contractor will determine the ‘Furniture Installation 

Duration’ required per floor/area and provide the floor completion date that they 

can commit to.  

9. WS-C & WS-D: Confirm under surface (fixed & mobile) storage is veneer. Does WS-C 

utilize an all veneer mobile ped or the “F-2-18-WD” ped which is a metal case with 

veneer front? 

 Mobile peds referenced in Workstations C & D shall be a match to F-2-18-WD – 

metal case with veneer front, as the location key on page 176 match the locations 

listed on pages 18 and 22. 

10. Confirm quantity requirement for keyboard trays referenced in Workstations. 

 Do not provide a price for any keyboard trays at this time. 

11. Tech typicals to include beltline power, is this beltline power in addition to base raceway 

power locations or in place of it? If using both beltline and base raceway power, how 

many duplexes in each location? F-Tech: maximum beltline duplex quantity = 6; G-Tech: 

maximum beltline duplex quantity = 4. 

 Refer to Attachment J.28 Floor Plans page I-201, Tech workstation elevation details 

#18 and #19, showing only beltline power and quantity of receptacles. 

12. Will all panels in the tech typical (including those on return/wing/behind storage) receive 

beltline structure for aesthetic/reconfigure consistency, or just those panels receiving 

beltline duplexes? 

 Refer to Attachment J.28 Floor Plans page I-201, Tech workstation elevation details 

#18 and #19. 

 Power is not required in wing panels or where receptacle access would be blocked 

by storage components.  Contractor is required to design power routing through 

panels per the layouts provided in Attachment J.28 Furniture Plans, therefore power 

may be required to run in panels where receptacle access is not viable to occupant. 

13. Are the following pages on the “J.27 C St. Addition Phase 2B Furniture Specification 

Package.pdf” document duplicates? 264-269 (WS-G-TECH & WS-H), 279-281 (WS-

JAA) 
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 Please ignore duplicate references for Workstations G-Tech, H and JAA on pages 

264 – 269 and 279 – 281. 

14. Confirm power system to be 2+2.  

 2+2 is the required wiring configuration  

Ancillary Products 

15. Clarify Arnold product delivery and installation whether dealer or manufacturer 

provided.   

 Many Arnold products are highly specialized, and the Courts has a strong 

preference for Arnold to deliver and install Hearing Room products direct into the 

Courthouse.  Therefore, bidders should present an Add Alt option for Arnold to 

self-perform delivery and labor for the Arnold products in the Hearing Room: 

D701, 702, 703. 

16. Ref (A-200) Solid laminate and contrasting laminate finish not available for lectern.  

Would you like a special requested? Woodgrain laminate is standard w/ painted end 

trim/pulls 

 Manufacturer’s standard finish options only, no specials. 

17. Ref (E-136) Please confirm conference table dimension.  Part # and dimension provided 

are not consistent 

 Per dimensions listed on E-136 spec sheet: 144”W x 48”D x 29”H – Arc End 

18. Ref (E-138) Please confirm conference table dimension.  Part # and dimension provided 

are not consistent 

 Per dimensions listed on E-138 spec sheet: 144”W x 48”D x 29”H – Rectangular 

End 

19. Ref (E-600.1) Please confirm conference table dimension.  Part # and dimension 

provided are not consistent 

 Per dimensions listed on E-600.1 spec sheet: 120”W x 54”D x 29”H – Arc End 

20. If there are discrepancies between the drawing and the pricing spreadsheet (J.30), please 

confirm which we should price. 

 Please provide pricing for the products as listed on Attachment J.30 Proposal Cost 

Breakdown Sheet(s).  Drawings are for spatial reference. 

21. Will Open Market products be allowed? 

 GSA products preferred with Open Market products allowed.   

22. We understand that the project will be LEED Platinum.  Advise which category of LEED 

the project will be obtaining, i.e., Building Design and Construction (BD+C), etc.   

 The Furniture is not contributing to the LEED point calculation. 

23. Which outlets are to be integrated with the furniture as opposed to accessible?  Power 

Requirements for the typicals (ex: pg. 19 Workstation C Typical) relate to furniture 

provided?  I see the TV power listed which makes it seem the power requirements relate 

to the whole room.  I would like to clarify what is to be provided within the furniture. 
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 Workstations C, D and E are all being placed in hard wall offices.  Furniture 

Contractor to provide the Wiremold WSC320-S (or similar) with worksurface 

clamp with minimum of 3 simplex and 2 USB.  

24. Liquidated Damages are referred to; however these are not referenced in J.22 as 

indicated.  Please confirm. 

 Liquidated Damages will not be negotiated for this contract. 

25. Is the FSC requirement still required? 

 FSC wood is required where noted on specification sheets, such as C-117 for 

example. 

 

26. Please confirm FSC requirements.  Is FSC Controlled veneer acceptable?  Is FSC Mix 

90% or FSC Mix 95% acceptable? 

 FSC Controlled and Mix options are acceptable.  Contractor to clearly state how 

FSC requirement is met for each requirement. 

27. If any of our products are options, meaning not standard products, this statement would 

not be applicable for [our firm].  Custom Products: Effective upon Product creation, 

Contractor hereby conveys, assigns, and transfers to the DC Courts the sole and exclusive 

rights, title, and interest in Custom Product(s), whether preliminary, final, or otherwise, 

including all patent, trademark, and copyrights. Contractor hereby agrees to take all 

necessary and appropriate steps to ensure that the Custom Products are protected against 

unauthorized copying, reproduction, and marketing by or through Contractor. 

 Section I.5.13 clause A. Definitions: This statement for ‘products’ is not intended to 

apply to size or finish modified furniture items.   
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